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From: Brook, Jean
To: Board (@smcta.com)
Subject: FW: Note to CAC and TA Board
Date: Thursday, March 9, 2023 4:19:33 PM

From: Mike Swire <mswire91@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, March 9, 2023 3:43 PM
To: Brook, Jean <BrookJ@samtrans.com>
Subject: Note to CAC and TA Board
 
Dear TA Board and Fellow CAC Members,
 
As you are probably aware, tolling just started for the additional lane on the new section of 101.  I
have been following the commentary on NextDoor.  It has been over 85% negative.  The primary
themes seem to be:
 
1)  Why is traffic still so bad when we just widened 101?  Most say that congestion is as bad as it
was prior to the widening.  Many seem puzzled at this.  This is not surprising, however, as nearly all
previous highway widenings in the US have not resulted in long-term improvements in congestion,
but have increased the total number of vehicle miles travelled.  The congestion is so bad that it has
driven Express Lanes tolls north of $20 in some cases (as Express Lane prices increase with demand,
which increases with congestion in the non-toll lanes).
 
2)  Why do drivers need to spend $ on the Express Lanes when taxpayers paid so much ($600MM)
to have the new lanes built?  Many claim it is a revenue grab by the state to fund other programs. 
Others cite the unfairness towards those who are not able to afford $20 tolls in each direction. 
Many are frustrated at the high number of non-HOV and non-paying drivers that cheat the system. 
Note that there is a small minority of comments in the opposite direction:  anyone can use the lanes
to go faster if they pay.
 
3)  There seems to be a large number of crashes since the lanes were installed.  Many attribute
this to the large difference in speed between the express lanes (65+ mph) and non-express lanes (25
mph).  Many cite drivers who swerve in and out of the express lanes at the last minute to avoid the
FastTrak sensors.  
 
Here are two threads that are getting a lot of traffic (bad pun):
 
https://nextdoor.com/p/BwZ4tcGdD6hG?utm_source=share&extras=MzU0NTk3

https://nextdoor.com/p/MpygyHhHt6h_?utm_source=share&extras=MzU0NTk3  

 
I think we should share this feedback with staff and others during the next Express Lanes
presentation.
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Hope all is well,
 
Mike Swire




